
Conductor Daniel Smith has a lot of unusual 
stamps in his passport. He has wielded his 
baton in almost every European country – from 

Switzerland to Slovakia – and all across North America. 
After being invited by Gustavo Dudamel to conduct the 
Gothenburg Symphony Orchestra, Smith was described 
in the press as “one of the greatest young conducting 
promises”. His last concert in Canada, a concerto 
with A-list violinist Lara St John, inspired gushing 
comparisons to “a young Leonard Bernstein, with even 
more gusto”. But there is one place where Smith just 
can’t seem to get a gig – his country of birth, Australia.

“I’ve been back several times to try and drum up work, 
but it’s almost impossible to get your foot in the door,” he 
tells me in a café in Sydney. Smith is off-duty, here to visit 
family for a week before more concerts in Europe, but he 
still looks very much the dapper young maestro in a suit 
and tie. “Being back here reminds me how much I’d prefer 
to be contributing to music in Australia than overseas.”

In this past month, three of Australia’s six major 
“network” orchestras (those formerly run by the ABC) 
have announced their next chief conductors. American 
David Robertson will take up the baton at the Sydney 
Symphony, Briton Sir Andrew Davis will head up the 
Melbourne Symphony and Israeli Asher Fisch will helm 
the West Australian Symphony. That none of them is 
Australian presents little surprise. No one in the music 
community expected them to be.

In a country that has no trouble producing eminent 
classical musicians and singers – from Richard Tognetti 
to Stuart Skelton – there appears to be a maestro 
drought. Apart from Simone Young, who now focuses 
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her attentions on the Hamburg State Opera, there is no 
Australian conductor who regularly conducts serious 
repertoire in main series concerts for the network 
orchestras. The last Australian chief conductor of a 
major orchestra was Stuart Challender at the Sydney 
Symphony; he died tragically in 1991. 

Meanwhile, the names of the conductors in main 
season programs this month read like the guest list 
of a United Nations summit – to which Australia was 
not invited. Representing Russia – Vladmir Verbitsky; 
Switzerland – Baldur Brönniman; Italy – Oleg Caetani; 
the UK – Donald Runnicles; the US – Andrew Grams; 
Norway – Eivind Aadland… All eminent and capable 
conductors – but why are Australians being overlooked 
for these high-profile appearances? 

Artistic administrator of the Sydney Symphony Peter 
Czornyj says, “We are very much aware of who is out 
there. We have seen them in conducting situations. But  
it’s the exceptional ones who are going to get the work...”

“The reason Australian conductors are not over-
prominent in our main series is because a number of 
them have had opportunities in recent years, and it’s 
been decided that perhaps it’s appropriate to take a break 
for the time being and return to them in future seasons.”

This sounds like a polite way of saying – “don’t call us, 
we’ll call you”. But Czornyj, like any orchestral manager, 
has a responsibility to provide his audience and orchestra 
with the most able conductor for the job. And conductors 
are chosen, he says, “irrespective of where they come from. 
And this is how it is worldwide”. 

Evan Kennea, who occupies the analogous position at 
WASO, concurs: “We have fewer weeks in the concert hall 
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than the Sydney and Melbourne orchestras, so we want 
to get the best soloists and conductors for those concerts. 
The orchestra doesn’t look at someone and think – 
they’re Australian so they’re not as good. The orchestra 
judges a soloists and conductor on merit.”

If the orchestras of Australia are a globalised 
meritocracy, with local maestros losing out against  
more capable internationals, then a more pressing 
question emerges: why is Australia failing to produce 
world-beating conductors?

Czornyj wonders if  “there’s enough happening in  
the conservatoria to build a conducting program that 
provides enough opportunities to gather experience 
before conducting a professional orchestra”.

Daniel Smith grins as he recalls his experiences in the 
Masters program of the Sydney Conservatorium of Music. 
“In my two years of the Masters in Conducting I didn’t 
conduct an orchestra once. We would sing instead – so 
with Beethoven 5 you’d just hum ‘duh-duh-duh dum’ and 
wave the baton. We only conducted pianists at the end of 
the course. We were paying $10,000 a year for this.”

This situation has changed, and the Sydney Con 
now trains budding maestros on its Conductors 
Orchestra, but in 2004, says Smith, the karaoke 
conducting method was “the only way I could 
study the artform in this country”.

Smith’s fortunes changed in 2006 when he was 
taken under the wing of the Sydney Symphony’s  
then-chief conductor Gianluigi Gelmetti, who invited  

him to the Accademia Musicale Chigiana in Siena, 
Italy. “There I had seven weeks a year for five years 
with a full professional orchestra, conducting Mahler, 
Brahms – proper orchestral repertoire.”

Although there is a program run in Australia by 
Symphony Services International that gives young 
conductors practice experience with the state 
orchestras, studying overseas is still viewed by many 
as the only way to learn the craft. 

Russel Ger is a 31-year-old Australian conductor 
based in Boston, USA, where he has recently 
completed his Masters in Conducting. He says he 
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chose to leave Australia for two reasons: “Firstly, I did not 
believe that the tertiary level music education I could receive 
in conducting in Australia would be of an internationally 
competitive standard; secondly, the prospect of building a 
career there upon graduation was extremely slim.”

Ger, like Smith, dreams of returning to conduct the 
orchestras he grew up listening to, but finds himself in 
a “catch-22”: to be booked for concerts he must have 
success with an Australian orchestra, but for that success 
to occur, he must be booked for concerts. 

Czornyj of the SSO insists: “We do provide opportunities 
for young conductors: but they have to deserve them.” 
Indeed, one solid opportunity is the SSO’s assistant 
conductor program, whose last graduate Nicholas Carter 
conducts the orchestra in two concerts in July. For better 
or for worse, however, Carter has now decided to base his 
career in Europe, not in Australia. 

“Europe’s just got a larger scene,” he explains. “Germany 
has around 80 opera houses.” As assistant to Simone 
Young at the Hamburg State Opera, Carter occupies a 
post once held by Bruno Walter as assistant to Mahler – an 
opportunity no Australian organisation could match.  

“This season in Hamburg I worked on the Ring Cycle, 
Gounod’s Faust, Aribert Reimann’s Lear… we just did La 
Bohème with Angela Gheorghiu. There are about 36 operas 
a year in repertoire at the Hamburg Staatsoper – and it’s 
crucial to learn this repertoire at this stage in my career.”

It paints a dark picture for the future of the Australian 
maestro when conductors such as Nicholas Carter and 
Simone Young are lured by the greater opportunities of 
Europe, while those talents who would gladly contribute 



AUSTRALIAN CONDUCTORS  
WE PICK FIVE TO WATCH OUT FOR…
Nicholas Carter
The Melbourne-born conductor got his break as assistant to Ashkenazy in 
2010, and has now moved to Hamburg as assistant to Simone Young. His 
career in Europe is burgeoning, and he is an frequent guest of the state 
orchestras. His next concerts are with Sydney Symphony on July 12 & 20. 

Daniel Smith
A freelance conductor based mainly in Italy, Smith has conducted many 
European orchestras, and is an habitué of the opera podium, having 
worked with director Franco Zeffirelli. He was winner of the Orchestra’s 
Choice Prize for Best Conductor in the 2011 Lutos!awski International 
Conducting Competition. He has upcoming engagements in Europe  
and North America.

Benjamin Northey 
Northey is associate conductor of the Melbourne Symphony, and has 
conducted for Opera Australia and the state orchestras – as well as a 
high-profile gig with the London Philharmonic in 2010. He studied at the 
Sibelius Academy in Helsinki, Finland, and is now based in Melbourne. His 
next concert is with the Queensland Symphony on July 7.

Sarah-Grace Williams
By founding The Metropolitan Orchestra in 2009, Sydney-based Williams 
has cut the Gordian knot that binds conductors to the state orchestras. 
She is now in increasing demand as a guest conductor, especially at the 
QSO. Her next TMO concerts are on July 21-22 in Sydney.  

Nicholas Milton
This German-based conductor (below) has transformed the Canberra 
Symphony from a semi-professional ensemble into a rival for the major 
state orchestras. He has a flourishing career in the opera houses of 
Germany and Austria; while in Australia he is chief conductor of the 
CSO and the Willoughby Symphony, a community orchestra in Sydney. 
His next concert is a Gerswhin Gala with the CSO on July 7.
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to Australian music-making, such as Russel Ger and 
Daniel Smith, remain in exile. 

Is it cultural cringe working both ways? According 
to Smith, “The assumption that there can’t be a good 
Australian conductor isn’t just a phenomenon here.  
I remember after a concert in Italy they wrote ‘Daniel 
Smith from Austria’ – they thought conductors just  
don’t come from Australia!”

Although Smith’s last tour of self-promotion around 
all the state orchestras and opera companies in early 2012 
has not generated any definite bookings, he remains 
optimistic. He has sparked some interest, and has signed 
with a local agent. Still, he remains bemused as to why he 
is not in higher demand. “Once someone has had success 

overseas, why not give them a chance locally?” 
As for the prospect of an Australian chief conductor  

in a major state orchestra – the next Stuart Challender 
– that seems a long way off. 

Ger believes the maestro drought is not a uniquely 
Australian phenomenon. The USA, he says, is not flooded 
with successful conductors either. “James Levine, who is 
to my mind the greatest living American musician, is an 
anomaly. He was a true prodigy, and was reared in the 
European tradition by giants like George Szell and, later, 
Herbert von Karajan. The other big American conductor is 
Alan Gilbert, AD of the New York Philharmonic.”

And Ger may be onto something: even if you include 
the likes of David Robertson, Michael Tilson-Thomas and 
Lorin Maazel, that’s only a handful of big-name maestros 
in a nation with a population of more than 300 million.

“And proportionately to the US, Australia is a tiny 
country,” Ger continues. “The arts scene comprises only 
a small part of the broader culture. Furthermore, classical 
music is not woven into the fabric of the Australian 
psyche like it is in Europe; even in the States it plays a 
significant role in the identity of certain cities.” Indeed, 
Georg Solti once said his proudest achievement was 
changing the public’s association with Chicago from  
Al Capone to the Chicago Symphony.

Still, Smith believes that in passing over Australians  
for chief conductor roles, orchestras are missing out on 
long-term opportunities for growth. 

“How wonderful it would be to have a chief conductor 
who would want to be there not for five years, but for 
30, like Bernstein in New York or Karajan in Berlin. That’s 
when you can build something organically Australian.” 

For the moment, though, Smith’s experiences with 
his hometown orchestra remain that of a loyal audience 
member. “So many times I’ve watched the Sydney 
Symphony and just prayed the conductor would fall ill at 
the last moment... I know the repertoire and I can jump on 
stage and take over. All I need is that one chance.” O
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